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Wlnthrop College, Rock Hill, S.C.

October 1,1979

Board to visit WC
The sixth Winthrop Board o '
Visitors will visit the Winthrop
campus October 3-5.
The board is composed of
twelve South Carolinians authorized by the Winthrop trustees. The Board of Visitors will
contribute their points of view
from their observations of Win:
throp to the trustees after their
visit.
Two representatives from
each congressional district in the
state were appointed to the
board. Named to the board
are: District 1—Sharon Mims
and Virginia Gourdin of Charleston; District 2-Tim Driggers
of Lexington and A.T. Butler,
Sr., of Columbia; District 3 Edith Davis of Abbeville and
Jan Flint of Anderson; District
4--George Funderburk of Greenville and Rep. J.C. Duncan of
Lyman; District 5-Lynn Hemsby of Rock Hill and Rep. David
Mclnnis of Sumter; District 6 N.W. Rosenfeld of Florence and
Sen. John Waller of Mullins.
The carryover member from
last year's board is Marsha
Isat? of Columbia.
The board will check into the
Winthrop Lodge between 5 and
6 o'clock Wednesday, October 3.
At 6:30, they will attend a
dinner and reception at the
President's home.
Thursday, October 4, the
board will be transported by bus
to Thomson Cafeteria. From
8-8:55, they will have breakfast "Jid listen to a presentation
by President Vail. At 9 o'clock,
the visitors will attend a slide
presentation in Joynes Center
for Continuing Education.
From 9:40-10:50, they will
tour Thurmond and Macfeat
Nursery. At 11:00, th»re will be
a series of presentations in 209
Dinkins. The group will break
for lunch in the President's
Dining Room in Thomson Cafeteria from 12-1.
At 1:16, the board will walk
to Byrnes Auditorium for a tour
of the School of Music. From
2:15-3:10, the group will tour
the School of Business in Kinard
and attend a brief slide presentation about the School.
A tour of Sims Science
Building will be held from
3:15-3:55, and a bus tour of
the campus will follow from 4-5
o'clock.
At 5, the bus stop at the
Human Development Center.
The board will receive a brief
orientation and tour before they
travel to Joynes Center for a
hospitality hour between 5:30
and 6:30. The board will elect
the carryover member of the
board at this time.
At 6:30, the board will
have (finnei in Thomson Cafeteria. They will be taken by bus
to Dinkins at 7:30 for a tour of
ATS. Following the tour, the
bus will take the group back to
the Lodge.
The visitors will have breakfast at the Winthrop Lodge on

Friday, October K, from 8-8-55.
At 9 they will observe Withers
Kindergarten and will have a
brief introduction to the Honors
Program in Special Education.
From 9:50 to 10:30, the group
will tour the various departments In the Dacus Library.
At 10:40, the group will
travel by bus to Johnson for
coffee, followed by a tour of
the Communications Department. From 11:20 to 12, the
board will tour the Rutledge
Art Building. They will have
lunch with the Winthrop Trustees at noon. The group will
return to the Winthrop Lodge
at 1:00.
District
1 representative
Sharon Mims teaches first grade
at Memminger Elementary in
Charleston county. A Winthrop
graduate, Mims holds a Master
of Education fiom USC. She
received the 1979 Young Careerist Award from the Trident
Business
and
Professional
Women Club.
Virginia Gourdin, the second
District 1 representative, has
held positions at Harvard, University of California at Berkely,
and
University of
South
Carolina. She is now retired
and enjoys the hobby of historical research. She is listed in
Who's Who of American Women.
Tim Driggers of District 2 has
been a self-employed attorney
for the past 6 years. He holds a
BA from Newberry and a Law
degree from the University of
South Carolina.
A.T. Butler, also of District
2, is Chairman of Behavioral
Science Division at Allen University at Columbia. Butler has
served as Executive Secretary for
the Palmetto Education Association and w«s recognized for
Outstanding Accomplishment in

Community Improvement in
1978.
District 3 member Edith
Davis is owner of Edith's Decorating House in Abbeville. A
Furman graduate, Davis worked
as a stewardess for Eastern Airlines and taught for 5 years in
the Brooklyn-Cayce Schools in
Columbia and one year at Abbeville High School.
George Fundernurk of LMstrict 4 has been a.i attorney in
Greenville sincc 1974. Funderburk did his undergraduate work
at Furman and attended law
school at USC. He served as
administrative assistant to Congressman James R. Mann.
Rep. J.C. Duncan is the
other District 4 representative.
He has served two previous
terms in the House of Representatives, 1969-1972 and 19751978. He received his BS from
Wofford in 1951, and was
awarded his MS from Furman.
Lynn Homsby of District 5
received her BA from Winthrop
in 1970. She is a delegate to
the White House Conference on
Libraries and Information Services in November 1979.
Rep. David Mclnnis has been
a self-employed attorney in
District 5 for 14 years. He received a- BA from UNC, and
holds an LLB-JD from the USC
law school. He is a member of
the House Ways and Means Committee, chairman of the House
Rules Committee, a member of
the Sumter Lions d u b , and a
Captain in the Air Force Reserves.
Information about District 3
representative Jan Hint of
Anderson and District 6 representatives N.W. Rosenfeld of
Florence and Sen. John Waller
of Mullins was not available.

Catch it on the radio
If you can't see a particular
Winthrop College basketball
game in person this season,
don't fret-you can catch it on
the radio.
Rock Hill radio station WRHI
1340 AM, will carry all men's
games, both at home find on the
road. WRHI will also broadcast
six women's games, one on the
road.
Dave Burrage and Frank
Snyder will be handling the
broadcasting duties. Burrage, the
station's sports director, is a
Winthrop graduate. Snyder, a
player under Winthrop's basketball coach Nield Gordon from
1966-70 at Newberry College,
is the executive director of die
York County Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse.
The station will follow the
Eagles throughout the schedule
and will be with Winthrop
should they participate in the
NAIA District 6 playoffs.

Should the Eagles reach the
NAIA National Tournament in
Kansas City, Mo., WRHI will
provide live broadcasts.
"We are quite pleased
that WRHI will again broadcast
our games and sue of the wanen's games," said Gordon. "This
is a real asset to our program."
The six women's games are:
Nov. 27, at UNC-Chaiiotte; Nov.
29, Anderson Junior College;
Jan. 14, Francis Marion College;
Jan. 24, Gardner-Webb College;
Feb. 7, opening round of the
Winthrop Invitational Tournament; and Feb. 23, S.C. State
College.
"WRHI Is excited about the
prospect of cover<ng another
year of Winthrop U'k-?tball,"
said WRHI station manager
Allan Miller. "With uie audition of Winthrop basketball to
our sports coverage, we are sure
to be the area's sports leader."

Two contrasting student {ostures illustrate the range of
interests in the sphere of Winth. op life. Two male residents of
Richardson dorm sample the .'lrills of danger to relieve
monotony, throwing frisbees from an eighth-floor ledge. Meanwhile, junior Beth Tucker finds a more secure occupation to
fill her free hears, catching some z's while postal? as a model for
art students. (Photos by A.P. Copley and Tim Hartis)
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False alarm!
Twice in tee past week, the Rock Hffl Fire D^artment
was darted by fire datms on Winthrop campus. Twice
they sped to the scene with the best equipment on the
(bice, the same M what is required by York County Hts.
pitri. And twice, alter investigating the alarm, returned to
their posts, unneeded.
Certainly, the firemen must have been relieved mat no
fire poaed a threat to Uvea and property. However, I'm
sore that they were more than a little disgruntled that aD
their efforts at speed and efficiency were in vain. Let's
hope dons with President Vail that, like the boy calling
"Wolf," Winthrop will not encourage a slower response
from the fire department
Vail expressed his concern at the first meeting, September 28, of the President's liaison Committee, a recently organized group of ctudents and administration
heads, designed to facilitate communication between
college officials and students.
According to Vail, aomeone, possibly a jogger, polled
the fire darm across the street from Rutiedge Building on
Wednesday, the 19th. Four lite engines responded to the
Use darm. 11* location of the alarm was particulariy
upsetting because McLsnrin, a nearby building, is made of
wood and therefor? is quite flammable.
Early Saturday morning, September 22, another darm
was pulled, this time in Richardson dorm. A fire engine
arrived shortly after 1 pan., and its driver radioed back to
reinforcements to "never mind" and go back to bed.
Besides being an annoyance to the fire department, false
alarms occupy men and equipment needlessly when a true
fire endangering actus! lives may be occurring elsewhere.
The Rock HOI Fire Department has always been prompt
and cooperative with Winthrop College, according to BUI
Culp, physical plant director. "No student has ever been
injured by fire OJ campus in the history of the College,"
he said. "And that's because of people caring." Surely we
don't want to jeopardize this relationship because of a few
immature individuals seeking a thrffl. All of us are responsible fur taming hi anyone who is seen tssnpering with a
fire alarm.
I doubt that this editorial is going to cause remorse or
reconsiderations in toe mind of any individual who gets
satisfaction from this type of prank. Rather, I hope that it
wE encourage the more mature in my audience to take on
(he responsibility of discouraging said reporting this type of
behavior.
Remember: there are three results of a Mas alarm:
1) a lot of concerned people became worried, 2) needy
equipment is tied up, and 3) one thrill-seeker is satisfied.
Chief Williams of Security aid no suspect hss been
found in either of these instances. "We would appreciate
the students' cooperation," he said. "We're here for your
safety."
An actual fire took place at the Winthrop Lodge, Tuesday, September 25, but due to fire-fitting students and
a quick response from Rock Mil Fire Department, only a
curtain waa destroyed.
In dosing Fd like to add that I hope everyone enjoys
their fall break. This Is a good time to get ought up in
studies bofore it's too late, but take some time for yourself, too You deserve

Letters
TO THE BDrrOR:
This letter la written In relation to the announcement In last
week's JOHNSONIAN that personal beer, wine and liquor
cannot oe brought to future
events of the Din kins Program
Board. Ronnie Laffitte and Sally
Grice dealt with an obvious
problem that needed attention.
I have a further concern,
however. My having been at
Winthrop for 18 years gives me
a long overview of what was and
now is. I have seen the college
attitude on the use of dcobolic

beverages move from "25 mile
radius rule" to the on campus
sde of beer. The idea of students In those earlier days was
that if they wore allowed more
freedom and were treated more
lite adults they would "act
more responsibly". As a minister who believes in youth and
in the rights of people in general, I bought the "more responsible" bit. I agreed the college should be less parentd in
its supervision of students.
With deep regret I now observe that more freedom and
leas restrictive rules have not
brought about more responsible behavior.
I was (and am) especially

insult my intelligence
Beth Tucker
Advertisements today are the
absolute pits, especially those
on television. Catchy tunes,
testimonials, end asx appeals
are some of the tactics die
companies use to lure unwary
viewers to buy all kinds of
junk. Most commercials usually
end up wasting my time, taxing my patience, and insulting
my intelligence.
First of all, I hate those
stupid jingles. Most of them are
stupid words thrown out in the
shape of songs which are meant
to stick out in shoppers' mind..
Generally the tunes are simple
and they focus their appeal on
fiie average age of tie product
user. For example, Bell Telephone Company uses a mellow,
lonely song "Someone from
Home" in order to get the young
people who have just moved out
on their own to call home from
a feeling of loneliness. Pepsi's
rock-n-roll "Pepsi Generation"
is aimed at young, lively people.
However, Nestea's "Tea-tea-tea"
commercial is absolutely unappealing and mtanlngess unless It was designed to make the
viewers think of the restroom.
Along with jingles, commer-

poos (the list goes on) dl hire
commercials with beautiful people macho men whose hair is
nc.<»r mussed, and bouncing
beauties who jfege their wiy
into the viewers' hearts. Everyone h in love, or idling in
love after just one use of some
product. Boy, If I used ALL
those products, imagiu. how
many good looking guys would
be P.oeldnf to my door! (Knowing me, dont kid yourself!)
Anyway, that's how the advertisers want the viewers to
feel.

cials throw facts and testtaonials at their audience in order to
convince the vieweni to buy
their products. Usually in tictud commercials, there s a drou,
scientific man or voice telling
that four out of five doctors
recommend this, that, and the
other. Great Which five? Are
they stuck in some nursing
home, plagued with senility,
or are they still dive and practising? Are the same doctors
used for every commercid?
Let's see some names, folks.
And those testimonials. Don't
try to tell me that someone who
was chosen at random just so
happened to have a headache. What person wouldn't develop an instant throb if it
meant a chance to be on nationd television. Even "Honest
Abe" would have been tempted
had he lived this long.
How about sex. The ^ere
mention of the word automatically starts the chills down die
spine. Commercials put so much
emphasis on sex, I'm surprised
that my televidon sets havent
got together and started a family. Toothpastes, deodorants,
perfumes, nig cleaners, sham-

There are some advertisers
who make good use of their
money and my time. My hat is
off to McCullah chain saw and
the beavers. Cute but not trite.
Lite beer and Rodney Dangerfield are worth watching, as well
as the Jonathan Winters Cheetos commercial. Dont fall into
the traps set by the advertisers. Why should they feel that
we're dumb and gullible? I'm
just waiting for Rock Hill
to discover Home Box Office
so that my time is not wasted
by some dumb commercid.

m?

WMtfkCCFFee. MTU

concerned that Winthrop College sponsors (even provided
free' beer for awhile) "beer
busts and bashes". These terms
Imply excess and even abuse.
My concern is this. Does the
Din kins Board intend to suggest
abuse of alcohol as the standard
for social activities at Winthrop?
And is this approved by both
the students and the administration? Is the Din kins Board
and the Administration willing
to take responsibility for the results of abuse and its side
effects?
I have dways agreed that
prohibition was an unhedthy
and certainly an unworkable
idea for the control of uae and
abuae of dcohol. But are "bashes" where drunkenness is the
norm the answer? Alcoholism
is, indeed, a Winthrop problem

and seems to be worsening.
Agdn the question: Is it the
wish that abuse rather than
moderation be the standard for
sodd life here at Winthrop?
Perhaps die problem of students bringing their own "brew"
is itself a result of the attitude
already developed regarding
bashes". There may well be no
way of controlling this now that
the idea is set. Perhaps the riotewness in dorms; the general
destructive behavior on campus ia also an extension of an attitude already in force. Is the
college willing to pay that price
**.
to®
price of poor
scholarship by the abusive drinkers as well as those disturbed by
the noisy distractions and climate in the dorms?
Finally, I widi to make an
•pped for a more responsible,

certainly a more moderate
approach by the Dinkins Program Board in its attitude toward the use of dcohol in its
socid activities: That consideration be given to dropping the
whole concept of "bashes and
flings".
An emphasis on the entertdnment seems s worthwhile
approach. Certainly activities
can be found that apped to
stadenta.
The Dinkins Board must be
complimented for its stand in
disallowing students to bring
their own beverages. I hope this
is the first step toward s new
attitude in student socid life «
Winthrop.
Sincerely,
Bob J. Porterfleld
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An air of expectation
How do you fee! about the
$8.6 million fieldhouse to be
constructed between Eden
Terrace and Cherry Road?

"I think it's definitely going to be a valuable addition
to the campus as a whole.
The athletic program deserves
that kind of support, and I'm
glad Nield Gordon has been
able to put together such a
fine program."
Tom Duncan
Recreation Therapist

"I think it's great for the
campus. It just seems like
Winthrop keeps getting bigger
and bigger. The more, the
merrier."
Abby Raines-junior

"I like it. I think it will
serve its purpose and be very
pleasurable tojpe student."
' tynn Natityjjs-freshmnn

iNDaGceTO£

samiNtaN

"I wish that the money
could be spent improving the
quality of education. Although the sports are important, I think education should
come prior to sports."
Dr. Modaresi-Asst. professor
of psychology

"I used to play football.
I think $8.6 million is a little
much, but If it costs that
m"ch it will be the best one
around."
Chip Guerry-freshman

.

^
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Dying Winthrop traditions
BY MICHELE HAULTER
Rat Week will no longer be
observed at Winthrop in cooperation with the new hazing
policy set by the Board of
Trustees in the Nov. 4, 1978
meeting. Hazing is considered
any action by students ft at may
adversely affect another student's physical well-being, personal dignity, or the ability to
meet the academic requirements
of the college.
Classes Night is also a part of
Winthrop's past Student interest
and participation has decreased
greatly in both Rat Week and
Classes Night, according to Dean
Mann. "Being a member of a
certain «•!»« is no longer true
significance," said Mann, "but
being active in school-oriented
activities is." Mann said that he
has not received any complaints
about the dismissal of Classes
Nigit or Rat Week.
Rat Week can be traced further back than 1947, where it
was dreaded by allfirstyear students and anticipated by upperdassmen. Freshmen were kept
busy with such duties as cleanof ing rooms, carrying books, writing letters, being agreeable to
upperdassmen, and serving
upperdassmen as upperdassmen
Col- saw fit
The beanie of Winthrop garnet and gold was a required
part of apparel as freshmen
AO students are invited to wore them sleeping, eating,
the convention, whether act3ve bathing, and even while combing their hair. The beanie was

BSU Convention to be held
Students from the Winthrop
campus a d 27 others across
the state wfll gather in Rock
H31 Oct 19-21 for the Mi
convention of Baptist Student
Union (BSU).
The convention wSI open
Friday at Oakland Baptist
Church at 6:45 pjn. and dose
Sunday after morning worship.
BSU is the organization for
college students sponsored by
South Carolina Baptist Convention which offers a wide-ranging
program of planned activities to
participants.

known as the "official hedge
of the lowly" to keep the freshmen in their place. Any violators were subject to appear before the "rat council" to receive
"just punishment."
Rat Week began as a way for
freshmen to become acquainted
with upperdassmen, but it gained a totally different aspect,
according to Jimmy Williamson, SGA vice-president. "Many
people were out to get the
freshmen, and last year during
Rat Week some people were
physically hurt," said Williamson.
Williamson said that there
are many other ways for students to become involved, like
SGA, Dinkins Program Board,
fraternities,
sororities, and
sports.
Williamson noted that Winthrop isnt just losing the old
traditions of Rat Week and
Classes Night for no reason,
but that Winthrop is growing,
changing, and has new needs.
"We are trying to keep the
best of the old, and we are
challenged to meet the needs
of the new," he said. SGA,
according to Williamson, is
working on an Activities Night
on the same order as Classes
Night Activities Night would be
opened to all charter organizations rather than just dasses.
Also SGA is considering some
special events for Eagle homecoming, which is Feb. 8.

Take a trip to Africa, South America,
a planetarium, or see the 1800 live
animals, a free film and more

BECOME A LAWYER S ASSISTANT

riUSCMH Of YORK COUNTY
MOH.-fH.-9-5 SAT, SAT. I SUN.-1-5

MT. GALLANT RD., ROCK HILL, S.C, PHONE: 366-4116
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"Penthouse" charges CIA with infiltration
Hie U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency is deeply Involved with
American universities and professors, and is fighting hard to
resist efforts to oust the spy
agency from academia, PENTHOUSE magazine charges in its
October fcsue.
"According to intelligence
sources, at least 860 academics
and administrators are covertly
working for the CIA on more
than 100 American campuses,"
the magazine says.
"They form a link with the
CIA that has become so pervasive that there is some doubt
whether a complete break between tiie two can ever be
achieved."
According to Journalist Ernest Volkman, the CIA's operations on campus include using
professors as researchers and
spies during trips abroad, and
recruiting both American and
foreign students as agents. Third
Worid students studying in the
United States are special targets for recruitment since the
CIA would like to have future
foreign leaders on its payroll.
PENTHOUSE also chargas
that the CIA cooperated with
SAVAK, the secret police of the
Shah of Iran before the Islamic
revolution in Tehran, in identifying anti-Shah Iranian students.
The families of such students
later were visited in Iran by
SAVAK agents who tried to
convince the families to dissuade
their children from political
activities.

— UCLA. A visiting Cana<fian
Alijough many professors
find CIA ties to be lucrative, scholar, Paul Iin, was put under
Harvard University's President FBI surveillance because he had
Derek Bok — who inaugurated lived in China for 15 years.
—University of Illinois at Chian effort to regulate CIA activities at Harvard over three years cago Orde. 'There has been
ago — believes that "CIA co- extensive CIA involvement at
vert recruiting threatens the In- this campus because of the
tegrity and independence of the large number of Iranian students
academic community."
In response to guidelines
written by Harvard to restrict
some CIA activities and to expose others, the spy agency said
flatly it would ignore the HarNEW BRITAIN, CT (CPS) vard guidelines.
New Britain Mayor William J.
McNamara
joined the local
President Carter's CIA director, Adm. Stansfield Turner, Veterans Council last week in
has declared: "If we were re- urging people to boycott a Jane
quired to abide by the rules Fonda and Tom Hayden lecof every corporation, every ture scheduled for Central Conacademic Institution, it would necticut State College here.
Taking potshots at Fonda
become impossible to do the required job for our country. thus became a two-coast indusHarvard does not have any try. Several weeks sgo, a University of California-Davis adlegal authority over us."
In addition to Harvard: The ministrator unilaterally struck
CIA is especially active In other Fonda's name from a list of
Ivy League schools — a tradi- potential commencement speaktional recruiting ground for ers at the university's medical
agency spies and executives. school. The official explanation
But in recent years, PENT- was that Fonda's appearance
HOUSE discovered, the agen- would have been "inappropricy has also been active in other ate."
Mayor
McNamara
used
universities. Among them:
-The University of Michigan. stronger language. He asked local
residents
to
boycott
the
Oct.
"According to newiy revealed
documents, many individuals on 1 program at Central Connectithe faculty of the university's cut's 1700-seat auditorium beCenter for Chinese Studies for cause the actress' 1972 trip to
years have had secret relation- Hanoi "caused agony and sufferships with the CIA . . P E N T - ing for our GI's both in combat
and in prisoner of war camps."
HOUSE says.

versity's Patterson School gt
Law and Diplomacy "which . . .
does work for the agency," the
magazine says.
—Notre Dame. "A particular
favorite recruiting target,"
according to PENTHOUSE.

enrolled" The magazine says
the CIA worked closely with the
FBI and the Chicago Police Department's "Red Squad"' to
han*a Iranian students who opposed the Shah.
—University of Kentucky.
CIA Chief Turner U a member of
the Board of Advisers of the uni-

More flack from Fonda
McNamara, who is campaigning for re-election, told the
HARTFORD COURANT to
"Call me a conservative, but
not a reactionary" for his statement. He said he objected to
the speech "as an American and
an anti-Communist," but that he
wouldn't pressure the college to
cancel the speech.
What he has done, according
to a woman at the college's program council, is spur ticket
sales. The woman, who asked
not to be named, said, "We're
selling tickets like crazy. Nobody knew (Fonda) was coming
before. It's been great for us. We
expect to have a full house."
She said that 500 seats had already been sold just three days
after the mayor's criticism, and
that the rate of sales was unusually high.
Chris Muller, adviser to the
program council, says the school
has been trying to get Fonda
to speak there "for about two
years now."

When the Program Council
of America, which handles Fonda's campus appearances, told
the college that Fonda ind
Hayden would be available as
part of a 30-day college tour,
"the students just jumped on
it"
Muller couldnt recall a public official urging a boycott of a
campus activity before. "We
had Dick Gregory here before,"
she remembered, "and he
caused some comment. But
some people seem to redly
hate Jane Fonda for some rea-

ENERGY.
We can't
afford te
waste it.
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News briefs
Winhecon
Winhecon, a Home Economics club, will be meeting
Oct. 2 at 6:00 p.m. in Thurmond 209 to discuss this year s
theme, "Taking a new look at Home Economics," according to club reporter, Mary Dunlap.
Dunlap said that there will be four speakers for the
meeting: Mr. Allen Houston, Textile, Clothing and Interior
Design; Dr. Betty Stout, Home Economics Education and
tr/o graduate students.
"The purpose of the speeches will be to view niture
homemakers as professional and not just housewives,"
Dunlap said.
The membership drive tor Winhecon is still in progress.
Students should contact Mary Dunlap, 323-3127, for added information.

Phi Alpha Theta
The national honorary organization of Phi Alpha
Theta will hold a meeting Tuesday, October 2 at 8:00 in
Dinkins Auditorium to initiate new members and plan
activities for the fall, Bruce McDaniel, president, announced.
Qualified members must have completed 12 hours in
history and have maintained a 3.0 GPR in all history
courses and an overall GPR of 3.0. All candidates must be
approved by vote of Phi Alpha Theta members. Interested
students should contact Bruce McDaniel, president at Ex.
476a

Superintendent's Association
Dr. Jack Boger, Dean of Education, has announced a
Fall Conference Program Tor the South Carolina Association of School Superintendents, to be held at Winthrop
College from Oct 7 to Oct 10 to discuss current issues in
public education.
"This will be the first time the Superintendents Association has met at Winthrop," said Boger. "This is done in
connection with the 90th year celebration of the organization which was founded by former Winthrop College
President, D.B. Johnson."
Boger said that the four-day conference will host numerous speakers and present mini-workshop sessions in public
education.
•alo

^rfe •

ASP A

ASPA will have a business meeting Monday," October
1, at 6:00 pjn. in the 1st floor conference room in Kinard,
according to Richard Archer, president.
Archer said they will cBscuss the superior merit awards,
future programs, and future meetings.
"All interested members are urged to attend," sa'd
Archer. "Members also need to bring their dues in order to
meet the national deadline for chapters."

Psychology Club met
The Psychology Club met Monday, Sept. 23 to organize
fall plans, according to advisor Dr. Sharon Tkacz.
Tkacz said that among topics discussed were Halloween
Happening, trips, t-6hirts,researchand club officers.
"Our next meeting is Wednesday, Oct. 10 at 8:00 in
209 Thurmond."

Pi Delta Phi sponsors trip
The Pi Delta Phi Honor Society will sponsor a trip to
Queens College ca Oct. 4 to attend a talk on tile book
PASTORIAL SYMPHONY by Andre Glde, according to
Tom Shealy, faculty adviser.
Shealy said the bus will leave Dinkins Student Center
at 7:00 pjn. The transportation is free. Any "-ember of
the society or any other student interested in the trip
should contact Shealy as soon as possible.

Schorb Papers at archives
Ron Chepesiuk, archivist, announced that the John R.
Schorb papers will be available
for study in the Archives by
anyone interested in one of
the Hist commercial photographers in the United States.
The collection includes personal letters, newspaper clippings, and memorabilia aboutSchorb. "There are 187 tin
type, glass plate negatives and
daguerreo-type prints," said
Chepesiuk,.
According to Chepesiuk,
Schorb began travelipg as a
photographer in 1842 through
New York, New Jersey, Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia
and South Carolina. "He was a
chemist, mathematician, astronomer, poet and musician,"
Chepesiuk said.
Schorb studied at Hamilton
College In Clinton, N.Y. under
chemist- / instructor Dr. Avery.
Avery, interested only in the
chemistry, learned how to make
photos from Daguerre of France.
Schorb, assisting Avery, learned
Daguerre's method of making
prints by the sun.
Schorb settled in Yorkville
(now York) and in mid-1850
set up a studio. According to
THE STATE newspaper, Columbia, S.C., 1960, his camera, if
not the first, was one of the
first used in America. Schorb's
prints include common people,
dignitaries, and many CSvfl War
soldiers.
The Schorb papers were do-

ippf/:

nated by Mary Kell Wade of
Fort Lawn. Chepesiuk added
that the collection may be used

for research in the reading room
of the Archives in Dacus
Library.

ROCK HILL'S
NEWEST FEELING

O'SULLIVAN'S
RESTAURANT
AND DISCO
Is now taking applications for

Full and Part time:
COOKS
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES
FOOD WAITRESSES
BARTENDERS

HOSTESSES
DISHWASHERS

APPLY IN PERSON
12-4 P.M., M0N.-FRI.

O'Sullivan's Of Rock Hill
TOWNCENTER MALL
324-5297
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Rev. Moon marries off follower
New York, September 17 —
Reverend Syung Mung Moon,
head of the controversial Unification Church, in an apparent
attempt to keep one of his
devotees from being returned to
her family, quickly married her
off, violating his own strict
rules concerning courtship and
marriage, it was disclosed today
in the current issue of McCALL5, just published. The
newly married couple, Wendy

ed to "deprogram" their daugh- they wouldn't believe me. . . .
Helander and Frank Fastiggi, do daughter, outside of a courtter, but M e d . On one occasion They think I'm making it up."
room, for 3% years.
not live together.
Mrs. Helander said of Ted
Wendy
escaped from her
Wendy Helander, whom Rev.
In an exclusive, copyrighted
parents' home ou a pretext and Patrick, Bie deprogrammer,
interview in October McCALL'S, Moon has publicly referred to as rejoined hei Moon Family. "Ted Patrick did swear, he used
Mrs. Caroline Helander, mother "a very important person, Presently she is the plaintiff In awful words. I wouldn't have
of the bride, said that she h«d "a very important person, im- a $9 million lawsuit against the approved if I knew he was
received a surprise phone call portant because she is a symbol ^programmers. Her parents are going to say those things. But
from her estranged daughter, of our freedom and our rights also named in the suit in order on the other hand he had to
telliag of the marriagt. "She and our cause," became engaged to restrain them "from further use shock treatment. Wendy
didn't sound like herself," Mrs. May 14 of this year. Just four interference with the exercise isn't used to that kind of lanHelander said. "It WB3 Wendy, weeks eariier she told a Mc- of her civil rights and civil guage, and he wanted to shock
but it wasn't our Wendy." The CALL'S reporter that she was
her into thinking, get her mad,
Helanders have not seen their not "ready" for marriage- since liberties."
Wendy Helander described to get her angry, bring her out of
she was "preparing herself for
growth to perfection." Wendy, McCALL'S the horror she felt at it."
According to Mrs. Helander,
then 22, was two years younger the hands of the deprogrammers. during
the time they had Wendy
than toe 24-years strictly re- "They used filthy, absolutely back ir. their home they were
quired by the Rev. Moon to filthy words. They kept me up "terribly harassed and threatenmany or become engaged. One thirty or thirty-five hours. . . . ed by members of the Unificamonth later she told the same They brought in a big kitchen tion Church." Moonies telereporter that she was now ready knife and said, 'Wendy, you're phoned them at strange hours,
because Rev. Moon told her she killing yourself slowly; why they told McCALL*S. They redont you just get it over with?'
was.
ceived Intimidating letters, and
The controversy over the Like they were, taunting me. My Moonie vans "frec iently cruised
parents
didn't know this was
Moonie convert began in 1975
when her parents, Caroline and going on. And if I told them past (our) door."
Elton Helander, attempted to retrieve their daughter from the
cult after Wendy, then 18, quit
school and ^ve away her possessions in order to join the
Moon organization. The HelandThe U.S. Air Force Academy craft in the Air Force inventory.
ers visited Wendy at that time is engaged in a massive decep- In fact, the Academy wfll not
and told McCALL*S that the tion aimed at recruiting high even let a cadet pull the stop
experience left them "in a state school students, a former cadet clocks on any flying machine —
of utter shock. Not only (fid we charges in toe October issue of from a Curtis Jenny to a hang
find complete suppression of PENTHOUSE magazine.
glider." Advertised "aviation
thought, but we observed cm*
To the surprise of most training" consists solely of deyoung man leaving (a) lecture cadets — and to many civilians — monstration
flights
aLv^d
hall only to be chased after by Academy cadets do not routine- Cessna aircraft
five leaders and bodily dragged ly team to fly planes despite
A cadet who wishestoteam
tack into the room."
Air Force Academy catalogue to fly must pay $1,000 to
Hie Helanders twice attemptthat "the mission of the $3,000 of his own money to
Air Force is to fly Since the Obtain a pilot's license from a
total mission is based on fly- pjvate school.
Promises of free time off
ing, the aviation training you receive as a cadet is a significant the Academy grounds - or to
part of your career prepara- roam the 18,000-acre grounds
of toe Academy near Colorado
tion."
So disappointing is the reality Spr.Tgs, Colo. - are routinely
f the Academy — in contrast to broke.'. In fact, cadets are rou^-enrollment promises — that tinely restricted to the 1,00040% of the Class of 1980 has acre Academy campus area.
dropped out, says E.M. Por- Overnight absences from toe
razzo, who was midway through Academy are severely limited.
his senior year when he dropped
Hie result of false adverout
PANTY-PANTY
"It costs $100,000 of toe tising and recruitment claims,
HOSE
taxpayers' money to put each writes Porrazzo, is an enormous
cadet through toe Academy," drop-out rate at taxpayer ex2 PAIR $1
he says. "Can we afford to pense.
Assorted Shades
"Remember that it costs
allow the Air Force to continue
fcValue 1.25 Pair
with its present false advertis- $100,000 of your money to
send
each and every cadit
ing campaign?"
Porrazzo says that "Academy through the United States Air
Textile Mill Outlet
cadets don't learn to fly any air- Force Academy," he writes.

THURSDAY'S
BLUE GRASS FESTIVAL
Oct. 5th & 6th
8:30 to 12:00

NEW GRASS REVIVAL
with Smokin' Grass

USAF may deceive

Tickets: $430
to advance
$550 at tin door

[BED PILLOWS
Assorted Solid
or Prints. Values 3.99 Each.

2 for $3.99

Blackwell's.

PRINT ONLY ON WHITE GROUND.

First Quality - Ladies • Juniors - Mens - National Brand Names

HAND . . 2.50 VALUE . . 1.36
WASH.. 1.50 VALUE . . 66c

DAVE LYLE BLVD. AT WHITE STREET
PHONE 328-2909
HOURS. M O N D A Y - S A T U R D A Y 9:00 TO 6:30 P.M.

USE OUR "FREE" LAY A-WAY PLAN

SAVE AT PLEJ S

S A V E . A T PIEJ S

SAVE AT PLEJ S

REASONS WE CAN SELL NATIONAL NAME BRAND FASHIONS FOR LESSI
NO RENT TO M F • FAMILY RUNS THE BUSINESS • DIRECT VOLUME BUYING • NO
MANAGERS. BUYERS OR BOOKKEEPERS TO RAY - FAMILY DOCS THtSI

Blackwell's Fashions 15,000 sq. It. • 100 Dressing Room*
PARKING FOR OVER 300 CARS
COME SEE us - YOUIL BE HAPPY YOU DID
CLOTHING OUTLET
30% TO 70S SAVINGS EVERY DAY OF THE YEARI

-r- i/pRAnrp
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team bows to powerful Carolina
BY DAVID JACKSON
After their blazing start of
opening week, the Winthrop
Eagle soccer team ran into some
tough competition and suffered
their first two losses of the season.
The Eagles lost to South
Carolina 4-0 and Wilmington
College of Ohio 2-0 in their
second week of play. '
The word for the South
Carolina loss was "disappointing." Although the Eagles were
hardly expected to beat the
highly regarded Gamccocks, the
loss should not have been as
lopsided as it was.
According to Coach Casada,
three of USC's goals were gifts
which resulted from defensive
mktaifcM on the part of Winthrop.
South Carolina outshot Winthrop 24-11 and generally con-

troUed the game throughout.
The Gamecocks got three of
their goals out of AD-American
Bryan Winstead.
Winthrop had several good
opportunities to score in the
game, yet were thwarted each
time by good Gamecock goaltending.
The real difference between
these two teams, according to
Coach Casada, was passing.
"Their passing game was much
better than ours. We are going to
have to concentrate more on
our passing." Indeed, one poor
pass led directly to South Carolina's first score.
Things got no better for the
Eagles later in the week as they
made a six-hour trip to Athens,
Tennessee for the Superior
Soccer Classic. Unfortunately,
this tournament never took
place. Rain on Friday, September 21, forced the canceUation

James Parrish's
Flowerland
ACROSS FROM
RICHARDSON HALL

of WInthrop's first round match
with highly-rated Tennessee Wes- ^
The next day, Saturday,
September 22, Winthrop played
Wilmington of Ohio, a team
which had defeated the University of Alabama at Birmingham
the day before in a match play-*u before the rains came.
Wilmington, which is ranked
8th in NCAA Division III and
has a rejord of 8-0, defeated
Winthrop 24) in a game marred
by miserable field conditions.
The field was considerably
muddy and sunk into puddles
of several inches in certain
places.
Hie shots on goal during this
game were even at 17, yet,
according to Casada, the Eagles
dominated the flow of the
match. However, a lack of
aggressiveness prevented them
tron scorinc.
£oth players and coach were
disgusted at what could be consideredawasted weekend. The
lousy weather (six recorded
indies of rain) and the suspension of the tournament completely spoiled the trip.
Winthrop must not let these
two losses get them down since
eight out of their remaining
twelve matches are with District Six opponents, and those
wfll decide just how successful
their season will be.
Reports on last week's
matches with Presbyterian and
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Soccer co-captain Peter Feil gets ready to mike hit move on a
Newberry defender. The soccer team returns home Tuesday,
Oct 2, to play Wofford at 3 p jn. (Photo by A.P. Copley)
Baptist will be in next week's
Johnsonian.
This week, the Eagles wfll
return home for two very
tough district matches. On Tues-

and Rkhardsofl Dorms
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Wednesday, Oct. 3rd.
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day, Oc.. 2, they will play
Wofford at 3 pan. out at the
Shack. The next day, they will
host powerful Central Wesleyan at 3 pan.
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Hockey team has tough week
BY DAVID JACKSON
BY DAVID JACKSON
•"The time you won your town the race
We chaired you through the market-place;
Man and-boy stood cheering by,
And home we brought you shoulder-high.
To-day the road all runners come,
Shoulder-high we bring you home,
And set you at your threshold down,
Townsman of a stiller town . . .
Now you will not swell the rout
Of lads that wore their honours out,
Runners whom renown outran
And the name died before the man."
—A. E. Houseman
A.E. Houseman's "To An Athlete Dying Young" is the classic
statement of what sports fans feel is the ultimate tragedy: an
athlete struck down in the prime of his career.
It seems to happen every year. This past summer was a particularly dark one: New York Yankee baseball catcher Thurman Munson, New York Giant football lineman Troy Archer, and St. Louis
Cardinal wide receiver J.V. Cain all passed away wen before their
time.
, ,
This fall has also seen its share of unhappiness as two local
high school athletes have died as an apparent result of a strenuous
iOotball practice: 17-year-old Tim O'Brien of Midway, N.C.,
and 18-,'ear-old James Barber from here in Rock Hill. You can
bet that just about every high school football player in the Carolines has thought about these two and considered the possibility
that this could happen to him as well.
Of course it Is tragic for anyone to die. But, for some reason,
the death of any public figure, athletes included, has a particularly lingering effect.
Athletics have been a passion for me ever since I can remember, thus I have been deeply affected by these recent deaths. I
had followed Thurman Munson's entire career. Then, on a
Thursday afternoon in late July, his life ended as quickly as
you can snap two fingers.
The death of a public figure such as Munson makes us all come
face to face with this subject which we would all just as soon
avoid. But we have to wonder when our time will come. Yet,
with regard to our sorrow for the deceased athlete, we can take
heart. Through their death, the* athletes have become Immortals.
No baseball fan (particularly those of the Yankees) will ever
forget Thurman Munson or his aocrmplishments. The same Is
true of Pittsburgh Pirates fans and their beloved Roberto C5emente, who died in a 1971 airplane crash. This also applies to
people like J.V. Cain. Troy Archer. Lyman Bostock (who was
murdered In September of 1978).
Men like these will be remembered not for what they accomplished, but for what they might have done had death not stepped in their way. To their fans, they are Immortals.

Ann EUerbe suffered a frustrating debut week as Wlnthrop
field hockey coach as her
Eagles lost three straight shutouts.
The field hockey team was
beaten by Catawba, 1-0; Virginia Tech, 44); and Davidson,
44).
Obviously, the tig problem
for Wlnthrop was offense. In
the first game they did not
even get off a shot. In the last
two games, they have only managed to take four game shots
and seven penalty shots (called
"comers" In field hockey jargon). "We just can't seem to
get the ball up the field,"
laments Ellerbe.
The Wlnthrop defense (particularly goalie Lisa Ward) has
played well except for one
thing — they have committed
too many penalties. In the three
games the other week, Wlnthrop's opponents were awarded 69 penalty corners.
The Eag!cJ suffered their first
loss on September 14 at the
hands of Catawba 1-0. The Indians outshot WC 21-0 and got
to take 25 penalty comers on
the Winthrop defense. The one
bright spot for Ellerbe's team
was the play of goalie Lisa
Ward, who had ten good savi.
Things got no bettci for the
Eagles the next day, as they
returned home to host Virginia
Tech. The Gobblers feasted on
the Eagles 4-0, outshootlng Win-

throp 24-1 and establishing a
25-2 advantage in comer shots.
Ward had rlne saves, but could
only do so much in the face of
such an offensive barrage.
Winthrop lost its third game
of the week on Monday, Sept.
24, as they fell to Davidson 44).
The Wildcats led In shots on
goal, 17-3, and penalty comers,
19-5.
"We're young and Inexperienced, and it's going to take

M U S I C

some time to get things together," said Coach Ellerbe.
"But we're not discouraged, and
well start to win soon."
This week, the Winthrop field
hockey team will travel to
Pfeiffer for a four o'clock gone
on Tuesday, Oct. 2. Then, on
Saturday, Oct. 6, they will
{day a series of games at the
Sportsday competition in Spartanburg.

Intercollegiate schedule
VOLLEYBALL
Wednesday, Oct. 3 — Home
tri-match: BENEDICT and
COASTAL CAROLINA 6 pm
Friday, Oct. 5 - at South Carolina State 6 pm
FIELD HOCKEY
Tuesday, Oct. 2 - at Pfeiffer
4 pm
Saturday, Oct. 6 — at Sportsday
in Spartanburg all day
SOCCER
Tuesday, Oct. 2 - WOFFORD
3 pjn.

Wednesday, Oct. 3 — CENTRAL
WESLEY AN 3 pm
EXHIBITION BASEBALL
Monday, Oct. 1 CAROLINA 2 pm

SOUTH

C O M P A N Y

1315 CHERRY ROAD, ROCK HILL
M i l to BrMdoi's Party Shop)

THE NEW BOYS IS TOWS HAVE GOT IT ALLfigCORM/TAW/4CCCSMMS

1MMM

TH€ ROCK HILL MALL
ACCORD CeURft
BUNG THIS COUPON AND
WINTHROP COLLEGE I.D.
And
Any $7.98 Album or Tape for $5.88
Any Rag. $8.98 Afeem or Tape for $6.49

Expires OCT. 6
(ALL TAPES WAMH7WB> 1 VXAJf
UMTOMPfft CUSTOM*

BAND INSTRUMENTS, GUITARS & BASSES,
PERCUSSION, AMPLIFICATION,
SOUND RE-ENFORCEMENT, MIKES, ALL PRO LINES,
ACCESSORIES, BOOKS, LAUGHS

So, "Play With OursJ"
10-6 M0N.-FRI., 10-5, SAT.

JOHN HOWREN
CHUCK COOKE
BILL STOWE
GUITAR I DRUM INSTRUCTION AVAILAILE

ALSO LOCATED IN GAST0NIA & CHARLOTTE, N.C
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Winthrop Baseball team ties twice
14% innings and the University
of South Carolina Gamecocks
Coach Horace Turbeville's 6-6 in 13 innings.
These exhibitions are being
Winthrop baseball team opened
its fall exhibition season two played just like a regulation
game except that each team
weeks ago with a pair of ties.
The Eagles tied Spartanburg uses more pitchers and substiMethodist Junior College 8-8 in tutes than it normally would.
BY DAVID JACKSON

SAVE UP TO $3.00
Top Artists! Major Labels!

WINTHROP COLLECT BOOK STORK
Get T o u r Favorites a t Big Diseocusts!

The Spartanburg game was
played out at the Shack on
September 19. The game only
went 14% Innings, thus Winthrop (fid not receive a final
at-bat.
Turbeville used six pitchers
in this contest, the most effective of which were starter
Jamie Holt, Greg McLaurin,
Kent Hoppenworth, James Pegler, and Jeff Gaskins (who faced
six batters and struck out four
of them).
The Eagles got good offensive production out of second
baseman Tommy Nagel, who
had a home-run and a triple;
Todd Lewis, who went two for
four; and designated hitter Lee
Muse, who had two hits in three
trips to the plate.
The next day, September 20,
Coach Turbeville's club traveled
to Columbia to take on the
South Carolina Gamecocks, a
team which has finished as
NCAA runner-up in two out of
the last five seasons.
Winthrop wound up in a 6-6
tie with Carolina after 13 innings. However, during the time
in which the starters played (the
first seven innings), the Eagle*
built up a 5-1 lead. After the
regulation nine innings, the score
was 5-3.
Offensively for Winthrop,
third baseman Brian Brangi hit a
two-run double in the Eagles' big
four-run third inning. In addition, tight fielder Russell Gady
had four hits in six at-bats.
The seven Eagle pitchers

defense committed seven errors
which contributed to five unearned South Carolina runs.
This will have to improve before the regular season opens
nextMareh.
This week, Winthrop has only
one game on tap. This afterThis leads to Wlnthrop's big noon, Oct. 1, they wfll host
p.tjWem regarding this scrim- South Carolina in a rematch
mage — poor defense. The Eagle scheduled for 2:00.

included starter Bob Steer, Joa
Nash, Buddy Thompson, Jamie
Holt, James Pegler, Jeff Gaskins,
and Kent Hoppenworth. Together, these seven yielded only
one earned run to the
Gamecocks.

—The intramural report—
SOFTBALL
The Saints, coached by Gary Stone, pushed to the lead of the
National League Men's softball intramurals as they defeated both
the PKA's and Jim's at the Shack on Sept. 20 and 25, according to Mr. Evans Brown, director of intramural sports.
The Saints, 3-0 on the early season, overwhelmed the PIKA's
26-1 and edged Jim's 10-9 in the bottom of the last inning.
In other National League action, the Sixers trounced the
PIKA's 24-17 to give them a 1-1 seasonal record.
In American League play last week, the Imported Ham's took
the divisional lead with a 12-1 victory over the Staff which put
the Ham's in front with a 2-0 seasonal record.
The Third Resurrection made its debut Sept. 7 as they overpowered the Connection 20-14.
The Pounders evened their record at 1-1 when they doubled
the staffs offensive production with a 19-8 victory on Sept. 19.
The results and standings are as follows:
FALL SOFTBALL STANDINGS
INTRAMURAL
AMERICAN LEAGUE

THIS WEEK'S RESULTS
3rd Resurrection • 20
Hams-12
Pounders -19

LANGSTOISPS
UPTOWN ROCK HILL, S.C.
CASUAL SHOES FOR MEN

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Saints
3-0
Sixers
1-1
PKA
1-2
Jim's
0-1
THIS WEEK'S RESULTS
Saints - 26
PKA - 1
Saints -10
Jim's - 9
Sixers - 24
PKA -17

WOMEN
STANDINGS
Bad News Bears
Athletic Supporters
Super Team
Naturals

SOUTHERN WOMENS SERVICES. INC.
" A Women's Health Agency"

* A Full Range of Women's Gynecological Services
* Free Pregnupcy Testing
* Problem Pregnancy Counseling
* Abortion Counseling and Services
* Birth Control Services
*
Trained Counselors
* Speakers Available for School & Civic Groups

24 Hour Answering Service
Call Toll Free 1-800-922-9750

COME SEE US FOR All
THE LATEST IN FAIL CLOTHING

Southern Womens Services
1614 Two Notch Road
Columbia, SC 29204
Local Phone 254-4368

1-0
1-0
1-1
0-2
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Behind the scene
BY CYNTHIA SMITH

BY PENNY THERRELL
The lives of many people were touched in 1975 by the story
of a college girl from the mideast who leaped from an eight story
building exclaiming that she wouldn't live in a world without
love.
The girl's name was Sarah. She was a Senate representative, a
sorority member and an active church member. When her friends
were questioned about her suicide motives, they simply replied
that Sarah was too beautiful to live in this world. She believed in
loving and she believed in giving, the two things that are hardly
heard of anymore.
In a world of productivity and nuclear advancement the major
objective becomes survival and self-esteem. While self should be
important, the major key to success in any society, organization or personal life is giving.
Our organizations have become governed by what we want,
what we can afford and what will benefit us rather than what
others would like. Our decisions have become tools to raise
public opinion of ourselves.
In my opinion, we would gain much more of a joy from being
in a position if we would consider other people first; if we would
think once in a while about feelings rather than objectives.
If college government organizations continue to serve themselves they will see a lot more gins like Sarah. It would be so easy
and the system would run so much smoother if we would simply
Give Alittie!
•

ENERGY.
We can't afford
to waste if.

"While I was single, I used to
fix students' dinner or let them
come over and fix their own.
when they had time," comments Ronnie White as he takes
a short break from his job as 1
of the 3 cooks in Thomson
careteria. Mr. White, fondly
known to a number of students
as Ronnie, is the head cook for
dinner, which many students
consider the main meal of the
day.
Ronnie began as a cook's
helper in Thomson 11 years
ago. He trained under two men
who were employed as cooks
at the time, developed his cul-

inary talents, and has since been
promoted to the position of
head cook.
Even though dinner is not
served until 4:30 pjn., Ronnie
has to begin preparation for the
evening meal before noon. He
states, "My hours are just like
second shift." These hours are
often extended, however, when
there is an influx of students on
days when "specials" are served.
In his eleven years at Winthrop,
Ronnie has grown accustomed
to life as a full-time cook for
two thousand students and does
not seem to react under pressure. Even when the crowds
seem to be unending, Ronnie

ASID holds meeting
The American Society 'of
Interior Designers (ASID) student chapter held a meeting to
elect officers Wednesday, Sept.
19, according to Alan Houston,
ASID advisor.
"ASID, the largest organization of professional interior
designers in the world, has developed an outstanding educational program to help expose
design," Huston said. "The student chapter will allow students
an opportunity to be affiliated
with a professional design organization."
Thirty-two students became
members at the ASID student

chapter's first meeting September 13. The officers were elected on the following Wednesday.
The officers are president, Ellie
Shepherd, a graduate student;
vice-president, Cindy Patterson,
a junior; secretary, Carolyn Sox,
a senior; and treasurer, Beth Turner, a sophomore. The newlyelected officers will be planning
goals and establishing a set of
by-laws.
Huston said that some of
their goals will be to obtain
joint student professional seminars, plan field trips to designer markets and studios, and to
organize a design show for student works.
The fourtn Wednesday of
each month has been chosen
as the regularly scheduled meeting date, Huston said.
Membership is open to sophomore, junior and senior interior
design majors. The fee is $17.60
for combined 1 local and
national student membership.
Membership is still open and
interested students should contact Mr. Alan Huston before
October 19 at 323-2101.

just thinks of it as a race against
time. "I always time myself
when cooking," said Ronnie.
Pacing himself help* to relieve
pressure and make the atmosphere more relaxed and easy
going.
There's no doubt, Ronnie
seems to be just as easy-going
outside of his job as within it.
With fee increase in enrollment,
however, Ronnie feels that not
only has work become a little
harder, but it is harder to get to
know the students. "I used to
get a chance to get out in the
dining room and meet them (the
students), but now it's steady
work," said Ronnie. "I still
meet a lot of brothers and sisters through their older brothers and sisters that were once
here."
In these "short" eleven years
Ronnie has seen many big changes oocur on the campus. The
biggest
was
coeducation.
"Before coeducation we were
feeding around eleven hundred
but since coeducation toe number we feed has gone up something like a thousand," said
Ronnie.
For Ronnie coeducation not
only meant more mouths to feed
but the expansion of Winthrop's
athletic programs. Being an outdoorsman and a sports fan himself, Ronnie is a follower of the
Winthrop Eages. "Without our
athletic program, I don't believe
there would be as many students
here,"
commented
Ronnie. "I can't play the game
(basketball), but I love to watch
it," he added. Ronnie is also an
avid baseball and golf fan. He
feels only having to work one
day of the weekend gives him
more time to pursue these interests.
How do we feel about
Ronnie? Ask your stomach!
How does Ronnie feel about
Winthrop? He summed it up in
one short statement: ' I must
like it, I've been here eleven
years."

The Bookworm soys:

GET READY FOR
The Competition
Hand-Carved Chess Sets
$5 to $60
*
fUXLMEOF REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR YOUR CAR-TRUCK-TRACTOR-SMALL ENGME
WE ALSO HAVE PARTS FOR IMPORTS

CHERRY ROAD AUTO PARTS, INC.
s
366-3105 9 R
1453 CHERRY RD.

ROCK HILL, S.C.

Backgannoa Sets
From $10 to $45

Che^
'/^Bookworm
tmUm ttw feMty Mtall, Rock Hill

Opm M l M M l . M l pjN. m PrWiyi

Telephone 328-1707
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Seminars for small businesses
ROCK HILL - Seminars designed for small business owners
and prospective owners will be
held at Joynes Center for Continuing Education on the Winthrop College campus in
October.
"Fre-Buslness Planning for
the Small Business" is designed
to answer basic questions before
opening a business. Cash requirements, sources of assistance, bookkeeping, and specific
topics of Interest will be covered. The seminars will be held
Monday and Tuesday, Oct 1-2

For more information on the
from 7-9:30 pjn. at Joynes
seminars, contact Joynes Center
Center. The fee is $15.
"Basic
Accounting
and at (803) 323-2196.
Record Keeping for the Small
OIL PRODUCTS
Business" will focus on developGasoline is made from
ing accounting statements and
18.2 gallons of every 42-galeffective accounting practices.
lon barrel of crude oil with
Other topics will include
tires
and plastics being
managing receivables, payables,
made from 1.51 gallons. —
inventory, controlling cash
flow, handling income taxes,
LARGEST EMPLOYER
The United States largest
and calculating their effects on
employer in a single locabusiness decisions. This seminar
tion is the Los Angeles Interwill be held on Wednesday,
national Airport with 101,688
Oct 3 from 7-9:30 p.m. in
Joynes Center. The fee is $15.
Jobs — CNS

SEMESTER IN SRMN
Beginner or advanced. Study Spanish in beautiftil Seville, Spain. Earn 2 full
years college credit for about the same cost as a semester here.

FOR
EVERYONE

Professor Barton Siebring, former opanish
Come experience the Old World with us in
pro lessor at Calvin College for 10 years will
Spain. Fulfill your collegerequirementsand
lead
the rigorous academic study.
have the lime of your life in a tropical climate.
Come with us Feb. 1-June 1,1980. Round
Whether you're a beginner or advanced,
trip
jet
from Toronto, Canada, room, board
you'll Jeam Spanish much better than you
and full tuition all for only S2.189. (Governcould in a conventional setting. Standardized
ment
loans
and grants apply.
tests prove it Spanish isn't all you'll learn.
Live it! You'U learn more Spanish, and
You'll experience the culture, make lifetime
learn
it
better
for about the same cost as sitting
Spanish friends, and see this part of the world.
in a conventional classroom. We live in Spanish
Our enthusiastic alumni write and tell us
homes.
their semester in Spain was the highlight of
Don't miss this opportunity, space fills up
their college career. Call us collect. We'll give
fast. Call us collect at once for more details.
you their names, addresses ^nd phone numbers
Credits will be accepted by any college.
to contact for yourself.
SEMESTER IN SPAIN, 2442 East Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49S06
Call (616) 942 - 2541 collect - - A program of Trinity Christian College
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News briefs
Drama auditions
Auditions for twenty-one roles In "Dr. Vanilla" and
"Supershaw," two separate plays, will be helc: October 8rd
and 4th from 4:00 until 5:80 pjn. and 7:00 until 9:00
pjn. In Johnson Auditorium, said Dr. Christopher M.
Reynolds, associate professor of drama.
" Dr. Vanilla' is my own children's play and contains
stories of all kinds with a moral at the end, much like
Aesop's Fables," said Reynolds.
"Supershaw" is a framework of two of George Bernard
Shaw's [days: "Devil's Disiple" and "Man and Superman."
In "Supershaw," Shaw himself is portrayed along with his
company of actors, and they perform the two plays in
condensed form, said Dr. Let Reynolds, associate professor of English. Les Reynolds wrote the framework for
this show but stressed that it would be a collaboration of
efforts by herself, Christopher Reynolds, and Blair Beaaley,
nhjiimmn of the drama department, along with help from
the student directors class.
"Auditions are open to all students, not just drama
majors," Ms. Reynolds said.

Photo exhibition
'Terspectives," an R J . Reynolds Industries photography
collection, opened today at the Wlnthrop Art Gallery along
with a picture series of the Cologne Cathedral in Germany,
according to Edmund D. Lewandowski, chairman of the art
department.
"The 64 Reynolds Industries photographs were selected
and purchased from a collection of 1700 entries from
throughout the United States: a very significant collection
of 20th century photographs," Lewandowski said.
The cathedral photographs commemorate the 100th
anniversary of its completion, he said, a noteworthy occasion because it took 200 years of construction before the
cathedral was finished.
The two shows will be on display through Oct. 24th.

Art students to tour museums
Ut's

Get Down to Bass Tacks
You'll foal your fear relax
the minute you put them on.
Soft leather in burgundy,
dirty buck, or saddle ... lots
of other styles and a complete range of sizes. Bags,
too. Be sure to ask about
our new layaway plan.

the
Cobbler's
Bench

Forty art history students will visit two Greenville
museums Thursday, Oct. 4, according to Paula Bradley,
assistant professor of art history
The students, from Bradley's Renaissance-Baroque
class, wDl tour the Bob Jones University Museum and the
Greenville Museum.
"I feel it is very important for students to see original
works of art when studying art history," said Bradley.
The class will leave Rutledge at 8:00 and return at
5:30.

Winthrop Heritage Club
Winthrop Heritage Club, a club open to children and
grandchildren of Alumni members, had a meeting Sept.
19 to acquaint new members with the club and the old
members, according to president Carrol Brunson.
"The Heritage Qub is an organization that brings people
with similar characteristics together," said Brunson. "Members were informed of the dub's future projects. A
Halloween booth and the Fhonathon are two of the dub's
two projects."
Miss Rauch, director of Alumni House, spoke to the
dub about the history of the Alumni House and the Heritage Club, said Brunson.
Brunson said, "The meeting went well with 50 students
attending and 70 expressing an interest in the dub."
If a student did not receive a notice for membership or
didnt have time to answer, he should contact Carrol
Brunson, 323-3261 or The Alumni House, 323-2145.

Phi Upsilon Omicron

Stop by TownCantar Mall, Rock Hill
Ten thru Six Dally, Friday nights 'til Nina
or CALL M3/32S-2MS

Phi Upsilon Omicron, a national honorary Home Economics chib, chose the Rock Hill Attention Home for the
dub's national professional project for the 79-80 year,
according to vice president Linda Baker.
Baker said that this home is for children with family
problems. The children are placed in this home until the
problem is worked out or until the child is placed In
another home.
Baker said, "The dub as a whole is very Involved with
this project and everyone seems to find it rewarding."
Phi Upsilon Omicron's next meeting will be Oct. 15 in
Thurmond 210 at 6:00 pjn., said Baker. There will be a
guest speaker.
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Veterans eligible for benefits

A fire at the Qudity Inn earned damage to the air conditioning
unit, wall, carpet and curtain*. (Photo by Tim Harris)

Half of ell veterans who
served during the Vietnam War
are still eligible for GI Bill education benefits, according to
Veterans Administration statistics released today.
Although 65 percent of the 9
million plus veterans of the
Vietnam Era have used the GI
Bill, VA estimates that more
than five million are still entiled to some or all of the
training ihey earned.
The estimate is based on the
number of veterans who have
not reached the tenth anniversary of their separation from
military service when, by law,
their GI BUI education rights
expire.
"VA is eager that veterans
know that training must be completed within this ten-year
period," Administrator of Veterans Affairs Max Cleland said.
"It is a waste to allow this valuable entitlement to slip by."
VA predicts that 887,000
veterans will lose their eligibility during the twelve-month

"A small portion of the
room was burned," Brooks said.
The fire started approximately
at 1:30 a.m. in room 183, on
the second floor. Brooks evacuated foe corridor and the
floor below it, then students
foughi, the fire with a fire extinguisher until the fire department arrived.
A girl was studying in the
room when the fire started. A

Fifty percent of WWII and 42
percent of Korean Conflict
veterans used their GI Bills.
VA estimates that by the end
of 1984 more than half the vet-,
erans eligible today will have
passed the ten-year benefit limit.
"While many have reached
thrlr educational goal and more
than one million will train Oils
year," Cleland said, "we urge
veterans with entitlement to
start a program early enough to
complete it before time runs
out"
Veterans In the midst of
training lose their right to VA
payments ten years after their
separation dates and all activities under the current bill cease
Dec. 31,1989.

*$825 tutorial assistance if
the veteran is deficient in a required subject; and,
*$2,500 in low-interest direct
loans an academic year, based
upon financial need.
Since 1944, when the first
GI Bill became law, Americans
have invested some $49 billion
to train 7.8 million Worid War II
veterans, 2.4 million Korean
Students who had material in
Conflict veterans and 7.5 million
Vietnam Era and Pott-Korean the 1979 Student Art Show are
veterans and active duty per- requested to pick up their work
9:00-4:30, Mon.-Fr. in Rutledge.
sonnel.

BRIEFS

VA predicted the total numThe Psychology Club will
ber of trainees under the active meet Oct 10 at 8:00 in 209
WD will surpass the WWII Thurmond to plan for die
number early in fiscal year Halloween Happening.
1981.

Fire at Winthrop Lodge
A small fire at Winthrop
Lodge early Tuesday, Sept 25,
was apparently caused by a
spark from a light socket igniting a curtain, according to
Lau*n Brooks, Winthrop Lodge
resident director.

period starting October 1, fiscal
year 1980 for the federal government.
This is eligibility that could
mean up to:
*45 months of financial assistance for school or college,
farm or on-the-job training, or a
combination of school and job
training;
*$725 in earnings a semester
through VA's work-study program if the veteran is in college
full-time;

window was kicked out to allow Sanders share the room.
As a precautionary measure,
smote to escape while students
the physical plant began vacfought the flames.
Personal articles destroyed uuming and dusting each air
by the fire included two tennis conditioner in each room
rackets, and some paperback because smote has reportedly
books. Tangia Alston and Hattie been escaping from a few,
Brooks said.

to waste it.

MONDAY-WEDNESDAY
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photo*
314 Oakland Ave,.

nmn'msm

EACH WEEK!

157. OFF

ALL PIZZAS WITH COLLEGE ID

Comin' in for good. . .
Good Taco Pizza

1158 CHERRY RD. PHONE 366-1078
WINTHROP COLLEGE STORE
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TOWNCENTER MALL
ROCK HILL

COMING SOON
Restaurant
and
Discotheque
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DSU HAPPENINGS
Let's go ride White Lightning
Put on your Wlnthrop t-ahirt and join
ten surrounding colleges in an "All College
Day" at Carowinds on Saturday, Oct. 13
from 10:00 aun. to 8:00 pjn.
Pass the dock and see students from
Davidson, Wlngate, and Barber-Scotia riding
the "Carolina Stern wheeler." Look up and
see students from CPCC, Queens, and Johnson C. Smith College riding the "Skytower." Look to toe "Log Flume" and see
drenched students from UNCC, Belmont
Abbey, Sacred Heart, and Gaston Community College.
Spend fee day on rides, playing games,
brcwzing through gift shops, and listening
to various college groups perform, but save
some energy for the disco dance contest at
6:30.
Dont pass up this fun-filled day for only
$4.60. Advanced ticket sales will continue
through Oct 12 at Din kins Information
Desk.
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Iranian Cuisine
The Short Cotoses committee hat scheduled a course in Iranian Cuisine on October
2. The d a n will meet in 220 Din kins from
7-8. According to Amy Nichols, Short
Courses chairperson, the class is tree to the
first 23 people with a WCID.
The instructor tor the course is Foreign
Student Advisor Tom Shealy, who according to Nichols, can cook "some interesting
and delicious foreign foods. This course is
one which any student interested in food
should take."
Registration for the course is at the
Din kins Desk.

Disco Dancing
Short Courses is sponsoring a course in
Disco Dancing. According to Short Courses
chairperson Amy Nichols, the course will begin October 11 and finish November 16.
"The course wffi cost $25 for singles and
$35 for couples, and there is a 30 person
limit. However, there is still plenty of room
for more people, so please sign .up," Nichols
said.
The class will be taught by Jamison
School of Performing Arts. Interested parsons can sign up at the Dinkins Information desk.
Ill
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Carl Rosen

Call Rosen returns to ATS on October
3 and 4. DSU President Ronnie Laffitte
urges all students to "crane to ATS around
9 pon. and listen to Rosen."
Haying Top 40 and Disco, Rosen also
includes many of Billy Joel's songs in his
performance. Rosen is a member of the
Charlotte based band "Wizard."

"five minutes into the film...
and the terror begins.''
—

G n g i Anthony. TORONTO SUN

MOVIE
DftTE: October i
TIME; 9:15 p.m.
ADMISSION: _5PC_WC[D,_
$1 Guests
LOCATION:-in1 i»h»itn'«i<'r
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is having a
GRAND OPENING PARTY
Wednesday, October 3rd
11 a.m. TO 11 P.M.
FREE DRAFT BEER WITH MEAL
FREE HOUSEWINES WITH MEAL
FREE TEA & SOFTDRINKS
' *
For Stopping By
ALONG WITH THESE SPECIALS
YOU CAN ALSO ENJOY ANY SANDWICH FOR $1.99
COME IN AND INSPECT SUCH SPECIALTIES AS:
THE ROOFER'S REUBEN
YOU TURKEY TM

THE EARTH MOVER TM

PASTRALAME TM

THE SUB-CONTRACTOR TM

BACON SLAB TM

SPAGHETTI

THE CONSTRUCTION

PIZZA

STEAKS

...AND MUCH MORE

BEST HAPPY HOUR IN TOWN
4-7
WE OFFER A 10% DISCOUNT TO ALL WC STUDENTS FROM 3-6 (on food only)

